Abstract
INTRODUCTION
The sharia banking market share which is stagnant below 5% and the growth tends to be stagnant made Islamic banking industry at a crossroad. With small asset both industrial and Islamic banking individual, the majority stakeholder of sharia banking express needs to find new innovation to encourage back the growth of industry including the anorganic way. The issue of conversion or merger has been warm issues over the last 3 years. Formulation that is necessary to converse or merger becomes a very relevant issue in the condition of sharia banks that lacks of efficiencies and unable to compete with huge banks in national even regional level.
Several of alternatives had been raised many parties including conversion of Bank BTN into sharia bank and the merger of sharia banks subsidiary government banks.
Conversion bank BTN become sharia bank which will significantly increase the industrial asset and market share of sharia bank by considering BTN asset has reached IDR 171.8 trillion (2015) , this lack of realistic alternative is caused by the strategic role of BTN in supporting public housing program and some other options related to the optimization of Bank BTN as government bank. Planning for developing an organic then lead to merger option, especially with object sharia banks subsidiary government bank (BUMN banks) consists of 4 banks: Bank Sharia Mandiri, BNI Sharia, BRI Sharia and BTN Sharia. Discourse merger will be directed through merger. Therefore those 4 sharia banks should merge into 1 (one) sharia general banks that assets and capital are formed can become larger, that is expected to compete with high conventional bank and sharia banks in regional level.
As a part of support, some parties especially sharia bank practice, mostly explains disagreement with the idea of mergering sharia bank and unit of government bank with the reason that it's not a solution towards market share sharia bank and also the position is still beyond top ten. However, contra parties are also not denying the related to impact of scale efficiency generated after the post merger.
If analyzed in a simple way, the merger will not enhance market share of the sharia bank; in contrast it is to the impact if conversion is conducted. If BTN bank is converted, then assets and market share of the sharia bank industry will attain IDR 500 trillion or 7.5 %, but if option merger will be done then the result will be the same as the condition before the merger. Signifikan Vol. 6 (1), April 2017 Problems in sharia bank performance for the last 3 years actually have illustrated that scale of sharia bank business has not been able to manage business quality on higher assets. Stagnation assets infected by condition two top sharia banks that have assets above IDR 50 trillion shows that the capacity of sharia banks is untested by top managing on a large portfolio, which is particularly related to business productivity and risk management.
One important issue in this act is the obligation for Islamic business unit (UUS) to do the spin-off if they had reached the 50% of the parent's asset or 15 years after the establishment of this act. After the establishment of this act, there are several Islamic business units that had done the spin-off, either by creating new companies or by using the existing companies. If we are referring to the spin-off's criteria in the act, there is no Islamic business unit that had been reached the 50% parent's asset. Al Arif (2015a) said that the spin-off doesn't give an impact on asset growth. Besides that Al Arif (2015b) found that spin-off decrease the operational efficiency of Islamic banking industry. According to Ismawati (2017) the forecasting by using ARIMA shown that there is no sharia unit owned by Regional Development Bank can achieve the 50% of the parent bank asset. From these results, implies that the spin-off criteria should evaluate because there are no sharia unit can be achieved the 50% share asset in 2023.
Although Hamid (2015) found that spin-off had an impact on profitability in Islamic banking industry. Although it has been many years in managing financial segment corporate/commercial, sharia banks are still proven vulnerable when financial is in trouble. Strength in small medium enterprise and consumer that has been built is not enough to be able to restrain impact from decreasing quality finance segment corporate/commercial. Indicator ratio non-performing financing (NPF) in bank widely has a direct loss which it impacts significantly to profit or in its overall ability to expand in finance. It certainly can be minimized if assets of the sharia bank are larger, so the scale to absorb financiall impact is also greater.
NPF sharia banking in December 2015 as 4,84% or only falls slightly from the position of December 2014 as 4,95 %. Meanwhile, the deviation also has increased and depressed profit. The deviation for financing in 2015 is as IDR 10,2 trillion, so profit can only reached IDR 1,7 trillion, or profitability only produce return of equity (ROE) of 8,5%.
In the last 2 years, a large sharia banks has tended to hold growth of financing because of the focus on improving quality portfolio financing. BSM financing growth is as 7% and Muamalat bank as -1,2% on average in 2014 and 2015. As a result, the growth of sharia bank industry financing only grew 7-8 %. Lowering in financing growth also would potentially weaken the position market share sharia bank nationally in medium or long term. Besides comparing valuation result, this study will also analyse the synergy of merger that is created specially in term of business models. Compatibility and value added in this business model resulting from merger will be a consideration point related to the alternative merger that is considered optimal as a study conclusion.
Before entering into valuation stage, the study will use qualitative data on sharia commercial bank that has the largest assets (12 bank) to formulate alternatives merger.
The reason based on assets is to get optimal result merger in influencing market share of the sharia bank. 
Company valuation is a procedure/method to get valuation from a company or share. Pratt (2008) explains that practical approach is often used to do valuation and grouped into 3 approaches: First, income approach that valuation based on cash flow as a form of corporate profit. Second, market approach that valuation based on price and indicators that are formed on the market. Third, Asset based/balance sheet approach that valuation based on development of company assets value. Signifikan Vol. 6 (1), April 2017 In financial philosophy, the value of a company is an amount of future benefit return, which is produced by company. The revenue is then discounted by an appropriate discount so that present is obtained from the value of total revenues. This approach focuses on effort to quantification ability of a company to generate return to the owner. From these approaches, this research will use income approach considering that this approach is best practiced used by the capital market user in order to valuate bank currently.
By using this approach, value of company can be obtained by discounting future cash flow that is generated from these statements (discounted future return, DFR). With these methods, there will be three important things to do:
(1) define net cash flow (DCF) or profit in accordance with the nature and type of business, (2) project cash flow in particular period, (3) sets level of discount (discount rate) reasonably and properly so present value can be aquired from that company.
This approach assumes that a business will continue (on going concern business). In this approach, there will be 2 methods that can be used to set a value indication of a business, that is: (1 As an acceptable method in profit approach, analysis DCF involves projection cash flow for a period, both to assess assets, business and property. Projection cash flow requires discount for present market today to get an indication current value of cash flow related to asset, business or property.
This method is based on calculation of future profit (future return) from running company. Future return is from free cash flow after increased or decreased with increase or reduction obligation. Free cash flow is based on net income plus non-cash expense (non cash charge), then reduced investment in working capital and fixed assets (capital expenditure). Results of free cash flow then discounted with level of discount so present value of free cash flow can be obtained. Gitman and Zutter (2012) classify merger in broad meaning into 3 types: First, horizontal merger is a merger between two companies with the same activities business with the goal to expand the company operationally and to achieve better economic scale. Second, vertical merger is a merger where buyer is to acquire supplier in making one business entity. The purpose of this merger is to improve production cost so buyer will no longer pay a huge margin to supplier. Third, conglomerate merger is a merger between companies who have different sectors or business chain. This purpose merger is to diversify the business from the owner and to make process control more efficient.
In practice, almost all merger transactions involve two companies. Transaction merger generally was initiated by a company that earlier acquires another company in the same sector and than to be merged with company that has been previously owned. It is very rare that a merger is initiated equally by two owners which one of them doesn't sell or reduce his ownership.
Although it looks like many companies are becoming more successful after running merger, many cases of merger also fail. Some success factors and failure in merger are in Table 2: In company case merger, the conceptual valuation is also considered a value of synergy formed by companies that have merged. Impact of synergy as financial is to increase potential resource to get more benefit and also efficiency. Calculation valuation on merger companies will consider potential of this synergy as well as only considering the project individually but presented on consolidated base (stand alone base Higgins and Schall (1975) , Kim and McConnell (1977) , Scott (1977) , Stapleton (1982) , and Shastri (1990) In determining the alternatives of the merger, the study is based on 2 aspects: First, internal Aspect which includes: the probability (possibility) merger will be held as determined by position and interest of shareholders and interest of Sharia banks which are to be merged. Second, external aspects for industry namely impact to industry of the increase in the competitive aspect (through grater assets) and the chance of a successful merger so sharia bank from the merger may have the best value added.
The purpose of establishing the criteria's alternative of the merger is to ensure that the study could be useful in a concrete terms for discourse in sharia banking industry. The position of shareholders means similarity or closeness relation between shareholders which could be caused by group similarity, while interest of shareholder are the financial goal, regulation compliance or similar mission is related to ownership/bank supervision. On the other hand, bank interest that will be merged including the necessity to gain capital, the necessity to strengthen infrastructure or necessity is to come out from performance problems.
Beside jointly owned by government as majority, government banks (Bank BUMN) tends to have the same mission in managing bank that is to contribute into government finance and also to support the development.
Therefore, from perspective of shareholder, sharia banks subsidiary of government bank (BUMN) has greater opportunity to merge compared to private sharia bank with different shareholders. Table 3 . illustrates position and interest of shareholder and sharia banks to be merged by limiting on the 10 larger sharia from the asset side. Limitation on assets tends to be line with the study which one of them is to find impact on effort optimalization in market share in sharia bank. Referring to Table 3 , not all sharia banks have the possibility to be merged. Primary factor that influence the possibility is the tendency from shareholders to merge sharia bank by its subsidiary. Some banks do not have any tendency to merge because they tend to choose strategy spin-off and in short term or medium term focus on preparation and process spin-off. Indonesia influence other banks because they already have strategy investor such as Panin Bank Sharia, which was acquired, by choosing to strengthen business model. As discussed before, selecting the position of the shareholder and interest from sharia banks subsidiary side does the merger's alternative determination. In addition, to simplify analysis, the alternatives will be discussed and analyzed in study which only 3 alternatives most likely and optimal to be decided or executed. With such limitation, then the result of analysis and discussion are made expected to be more focus and weighty.
The first criteria to determine the merger's alternative is based on internal aspect which is the position of share holder. Signifikan Vol. 6 (1), April 2017 will be quickly undermined if there is no additional capital. In addition, interest to have a complete infrastructure will be a consideration for BNI Sharia, BRI Sharia and BTN Sharia. Infrastructure in this matter is related to the number and distribution outlet, reliable core banking system and qualified infrastructure ebanking (ATM, mobile/internet banking, etc). And the third is the need to accelerate performance improvement desired by BSM, Bank Muamalat and BRI Sharia. Table 4 Compile Muamalat. In addition, BTN is as shareholder that will be considered not having sufficient fund to meet injection in the expectation of capital Bank
Muamalat.
Based on the consideration above, the analysis external aspects are prepared with any alternative possibility merger, as follows: After establishing three alternatives merger, valuation process with DCF method will be conducted both each banks is to be merged and also by consolidation banks in each alternative merger. Growth scenario will be used in doing calculation of the valuation consolidation alternative which the merger are using growth assumption based on historical data Mandiri Bank (for alternative 1) and based on historical Bank CIMB Niaga (for alternative 2 and 3). Source: data processed Bank Sharia Mandiri has the largest valuation IDR 6,04 trillion influenced by the greatest equity compared to three other banks. Meanwhile, when seen from PBV, BNI Sharia has the highest PBV valuation, which is 1,14 times compare to its book value. It means that BNI Sharia has the highest selling power to investor most likely due to better performance over the last 2-3 years.
In the consolidation, alternative 1 has the greatest valuation where it is influenced by the total number of banks. Which is combined more than the alternative 2 and alternative 3. Valuation of alternative 1, amount IDR 12.1 trillion or PBV 1.03 times compared to book value consolidation in four banks. Meanwhile value alternative 2 and alternative 3 amount is IDR 4.6 trillion and IDR 3.9 trillion. Based on PBV, alternative 2 has the largest PBV is 1.21 time book value. Valuation PBV both individual and consolidation around 0.86 time to 1.21 time shows currently valuation sharia banks which is not optimal yet compared to valuation conventional bank with big capitalisation that could reach average 2 times.
After the obtained result of valuation, the last step is to determine the optimal alternative merger based on accumulation of valuation and find business model where the focus is formed. Business model focus is being the importance things because it will determine the acceleration of process consolidation business also operational after merger. Comparison result between alternatives also business model is presented trillion. Furthermore, based on business model, which formed, alternative-2 also produces bank that focuses on consumer business with composition of 67%.
Therefore, based on valuation and also supported by the best formed business model, the merger between BNI Sharia and BTN Sharia will be the best alternative merger because it delivers the most optimal and also business model that focuses on the after merger. In almost all industries this underlying variability among companies leads to significant differences in their performance. An effective strategy have given a firm three benefits: (1) A source of economic gain, (2) Provide a framework for resource allocation and, (3) Guiding firm's decision regarding management and organization (Walker, 2003) . Wheelen & Hunger (2008) , define strategy as a comprehensive plan that states how a corporation will achieve its mission and objectives. Signifikan Vol. 6 (1), April 2017 (David, 2007) . Multiple activities may be separated financially after the merger (Leland, 2007) In history of Indonesian banking, Bank Mandiri and Bank CIMB Niaga have become an important and valuable history merger in banking industry. It is due to two banks that appear as big players in industry (10 big) both before merger process and after merger. Points and important issues in merger Bank Mandiri and Bank Niaga CIMB. Mandiri and Bank CIMB Niaga also become a public company which share a very highly desirable investor in capital market. The number of banking solutions which provided, are also a more extensive network compared to the previous merger, and it would be a proof evidence that merger brings benefit to financial system and for the society itself.
Beside the size of asset, the difference result merger after is both located to financial indicators after merger. As a result of complex merger and being in the middle of an unstable economic situation, in the first year and second, the merger of Bank Mandiri posted negative profit, while profit of Bank CIMB Niaga remains positive.
Negative profit of Bank Mandiri was due to the high value of bad assets belonging to the ex-legacy of the merged four banks. Meanwhile, growth net interest income also has changed in 7 years recently after merger where Bank Mandiri growth was 8% a year, while Bank CIMB Niaga can grow 11% per year.
CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis and discussion above, we can conclude that: The first, From various possibility alternative mergers between sharia banks, there are 5 alternatives that are feasible considering the internal aspect such as tendency shareholder and condition sharia bank to be merged related to internal interest in the merger action and external aspect namely scale of assets from merger banks and probability success from merger process. Second, In general valuation sharia banks both individual and consolidation (projection after-merger) are not optimal with PBV valuation in the range of 0,86-1,21 times. Third, From the available alternatives, the merger of BNI Sharia with BTN Sharia will be an optimal alternative merger by considering valuation result and also becomes the focus of business model formed and
Merger policy is preferable in strengthen capital of Sharia banks compared to segregation policy.
